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Hope in Times of Fear
Timothy Keller
RRP: £16.99 | 9781473690608

SAVE £3

£13.99

During a dark time for most of the world, 
as we all long and grasp for hope, there 
is no better place to look than the 
resurrection of Jesus Christ.

The resurrection of Jesus is at the 
heart of the Christian faith, bringing 
God’s power into our lives now. 
That power is here only partially, 
but substantially; and this gives 

Christians a realistic, but irrepressible, hope. But 
it is only together with the cross that we see the 
particular way resurrection hope shapes us. We are 
delivered by a Saviour who triumphed through 
weakness and loss; who came to riches through 
becoming poor; and to exalted life through the 
experience of death.

In Hope in Times of Fear, the central message of 
the Christian faith is revealed – with unshakable 
belief, piercing insight and a profound message 
of hope for the world.

SAVE £2

£7.99
SAVE £2

£9.99
SAVE £2

£10.99

A profound message of hope for the world



A

B

C

A.  Journey to the Cross 

Paul David Tripp 

978-1-4335-6767-4, £18.99

B.  40 Days of Faith 

Paul David Tripp 

978-1-4335-7425-2, £7.99

C.  40 Days of Grace 

Paul David Tripp 

978-1-4335-7429-0, £7.99

Resources for Lent
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SAVE £2

£5.99

SAVE £2

£5.99

SAVE £5

£13.99
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SAVE £2

£10.99

‘I love Michael Emmett. His life may have had its ups and downs,
but it is a wonderful example of God’s transforming power.’

NICKY GUMBEL
Vicar of HTB & pioneer of Alpha

‘Michael is living proof that love always
has the power to bring you home.’

CHARLIE MACKESY

‘Sins of Fathers is both gut-wrenching
and heart-warming. Michael Emmett is searingly honest

and incredibly vulnerable in telling his story.’
REV. CANON MIKE PILAVACHI MBE

Growing up, he wanted nothing more
than to follow in his dad’s footsteps

and join the family business.
Aged 18, he did just that and entered
into the glamorous, dangerous world

of organised crime.

The message of Easter is the one thing that can bring real hope the world. 

As we approach this annual celebration of Jesus resurrection, we are still in a 

prolonged period of lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and what the 

world is looking for at this time is hope. Hope for vaccines to be rolled out, hope 

for infection rates to fall, hope to see loved ones again, and hope for an end to 

this crisis. But the only real hope to be found is in the death and resurrection of 

our Lord Jesus Christ – a message that as a body of Christ, we can still bring to 

those around us in this time of great need.

Our front cover feature does that very thing as Timothy Keller demonstrates 

that the resurrection of Christ is a profound message of hope for the world. 

As we enter the period of Lent, we also have a good new range of devotional 

reading in the six weeks of reflection in the lead up to Easter (p.2, 4-5 & 12) that 

help us keep our eyes firmly fixed on Jesus and the good news of his gospel.

We also have a great selection of new biographies and true stories to inspire us 

(below and p.6-7), plus new titles, of which some are linked into the Big Church 

Read initiative (p.8), books and journals for love and marriage (p.9), and new 

DVDs, resources, and music (p.10-11).

In this difficult time, please do support your local Christian bookshop in the 

times they are able to open, and keep holding onto that hope…

Every blessing,

Welcome to Take Note

Take Note is a scheme from Kingsway CLC Trust to support 
Christian bookshops around the UK. Please support your 
local Christian bookseller by purchasing from this catalogue 
in-store. Offers valid until 31/3/21. Take Note is produced by 
Kingsway CLC Trust, Unit 5, Glendale Avenue, Sandycroft, 
Deeside, CH5 2QP. Prices correct at time of going to print. 
Promotional prices valid only while stocks last. 
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A.  Journey to the Cross 

Paul David Tripp 

978-1-4335-6767-4, £18.99

B.  40 Days of Faith 

Paul David Tripp 

978-1-4335-7425-2, £7.99

C.  40 Days of Grace 

Paul David Tripp 

978-1-4335-7429-0, £7.99
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An Ocean of Grace
Tim Chester

An inspiring collection 
of daily devotions and 
prayers from great 
Christian writers of 
the past, including 
Augustine, Charles 
Spurgeon, John 
Bunyan, Catherine Parr 
and Martin Luther.

The heart-warming 
words of these saints 
of old exalt the grace 
and glory of Christ’s 
work, and will encourage and inspire readers as 
much today as they did when they were first written. 
Each daily reading has been selected, edited and 
introduced by Tim Chester to make these treasures 
accessible to every reader. 

RRP: £7.99 | 9781784985790

Apprentice to Jesus
Cris Rogers

Discipleship is central 
to a life of faith – and 
the Bible model of 
discipleship is more 
like apprenticeship 
than simply learning. 
This book is designed 
to help you not simply 
learn about what Jesus 
knew, but become 
more like Jesus by 
doing what he did.

These daily readings 
– which include Bible passages, reflections, 
exercises and prayer – will help you journey step 
by step in your spiritual formation for the sake of 
reaching the world.

RRP: £9.99 | 9780281079988

SAVE £2

£5.99

SAVE £3

£6.99

Living His Story
Hannah Steele

How can we convey 
the love of God to our 
neighbours in a post-
Christian world that 
has largely forgotten 
the gospel of Jesus 
Christ?

In Living His Story, 
the Archbishop of 
Canterbury’s Lent Book 
2021, Hannah Steele 
uncovers liberating 
and practical ways 
of sharing the gospel story afresh. With warmth and 
encouragement, she shows us how we can live Jesus’ 
story in our own lives simply by being the people God 
made us and allowing people to be drawn to him 
through our natural gifts.

RRP: £9.99 | 9780281085170

The Hope of 
Easter
Lent is about more 
than just giving 
things up. It’s 
about preparing 
your heart for 
Jesus. Reflect in 
this season with 
The Hope of Easter.

Experience the 
Easter story in a 
fresh way with 
The Hope of Easter - a beautiful 40-day book of Scripture 
readings, featuring text from the Gospel of John in 
the accurate, readable, and clear New International 
Version. Short reflections on the Scripture, journaling 
prompts, and room to write your thoughts after each 
day’s reading allow you to reflect on Jesus’ life, sacrificial 
death, and resurrection during the holy season of Lent.

RRP: £12.99 | 9780310116660

SAVE £2

£7.99

SAVE £2

£10.99
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Lent and Easter reading



SAVE 50p

£4.49

Prayers for every occasion, written in everyday language
Taken from the popular 500 Prayers for all Occasions and 500 More Prayers for 
all Occasions each volume contains 40 prayers for use either during a specific 
season in the Christian calendar, key areas of resource for Churches, or for 
particular seasons of life.

Designed to be affordable and accessible, each edition follows the  
unique selling point of the 500 Prayers series using everyday and non-
‘churchy’ language.

40 Prayers for Lent
RRP: £4.99 | 9780830782345

40 Prayers for Easter
RRP: £4.99 | 9780830782352

40 Prayers for Families
RRP: £4.99 | 9780830782369

40 Prayers for Intercessions
RRP: £4.99 | 9780830782673

40 PRAYERS FOR EVERY OCCASION
SAVE 50p

£4.49
SAVE 50p

£4.49
SAVE 50p

£4.49
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10 DeaD Guys you shoulD Know
Standing on the Shoulders of Giants
eDiteD  by ian J. MaDDocK 
This collection of ten short biographies will introduce 
you to Christians from a variety of places and times, 
who all boldly preached the gospel, despite the risk 
to personal reputations and safety.

… an excellent read to stir the passion for Church 
history and to encourage the development of a 
historical awareness for our faith.

leonardo De chirico, Church planter in central Rome

978-1-5271-0608-6 RRP £7.99 £5.99

KCLCT Take note Jan 2021 v1.indd   1 2021/01/05   21:01

A London Sparrow
Phyllis Thompson

A down-to-earth 
London girl, without 
many prospects, 
commits to Christ as 
an eighteen year old 
and the Lord uses her 
beyond what anyone 
could have imagined. 
Gladys Aylward, a 
little but determined 
woman, became a 
mighty gospel force 
amongst her beloved 
Chinese people as she 
forsook everything, even her own safety, for the sake of 
their physical and eternal wellbeing.

Her gospel living challenges us today, as she 
demonstrates a simple, transparent and challenging 
faith in the God whom she whole-heartedly trusted.

RRP: £9.99 | 9781913278267

SAVE £3

£6.99

SAVE £2

£7.99

Susie
While many Christians recognize the name of Charles 
H. Spurgeon, the beloved preacher and writer, few 
are familiar with the life and legacy of his wife, Susie. 
Susie is an inspiring and encouraging account of a truly 
remarkable woman of faith that will delight Spurgeon 
devotees and fans of Christian biographies alike.

RRP: £12.99 | 9780802422842

Yours, till Heaven
Yours, Till Heaven invites you into the untold love story 
of Charles and Susie Spurgeon to discover how the 
bond between this renowned couple helped fuel their 
lifelong service to the Lord. Discover how Charles and 
Susie traversed the challenges of physical affliction, popularity, 
controversy, and other trials together with a heavenly vision.

RRP: £12.99 | 9780802419521

A Beautiful 
Tapestry
Tracy Williamson  
with Marilyn Baker

Full of amusing 
anecdotes, stories of 
lives changed, amazing 
answers to prayer, and 
of course adventures 
with their guide and 
hearing dogs, this is a 
joyous celebration of 
how God has used two 
ladies to share his love 
to a broken world. 

Being blind, Marilyn’s childhood was one of increasing 
isolation. Tracy also suffered a difficult childhood through 
deafness and low self-esteem. Yet from these most unlikely 
of origins, God brought these two remarkable ladies 
together in the most hilarious fashion and gave them a 
joint vision to work together to share his love with others.

RRP: £9.99 | 9781788931564

SAVE £3

£9.99

Inspirational biographies on the lives of

Charles & Susannah Spurgeon

SAVE £3

£9.99
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This collection of ten short biographies will introduce 
you to Christians from a variety of places and times, 
who all boldly preached the gospel, despite the risk 
to personal reputations and safety.

… an excellent read to stir the passion for Church 
history and to encourage the development of a 
historical awareness for our faith.

leonardo De chirico, Church planter in central Rome
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Dancing with 
Thieves
Cally Magalhães

This memoir is a 
gripping page-turner 
of an autobiography. 
With a novelist’s eye 
for descriptive detail, 
Cally invites us to 
accompany her on her 
astonishing journey 
from England to India 
and Estonia, and finally 
to São Paulo, Brazil. 
We join her as she 
follows a trail of signs 
and blessings to bring relief, hope and healing to people 
who need help, wherever they may be – in the streets, 
the favelas, the prisons or hidden under bridges.

To read this book is to be inspired by the positive change 
one person can bring to so many individual lives.

RRP: £10.99 | 9781912863587

SAVE £2

£8.99

SAVE £2

£5.99

Stories from  
the Streets
Dr Luke Randall  
& Sue Shaw 

Would you volunteer 
to walk the streets of 
your town or city late 
on a Saturday night? 
This is what Street 
Pastors do, showing 
compassionate 
care and concern to 
everyone they meet. 

Whether offering 
a listening ear to 
a vulnerable clubber, mentoring a troubled teen or 
responding to a national emergency, Street Pastors are 
making a significant difference in communities across 
the UK and beyond. This book, with incredible and in 
some cases life-saving stories, celebrates their work, and 
dispels the myth that the Church is not relevant today.

RRP: £9.99 | 9781912726288

SAVE £2

£7.99

7ALL SPECIAL PRICES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE VALID UNTIL 31/3/21, 
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Inspiring biography & true stories 



Singing in Babylon 
Jeff Lucas

Everyone has to live with 
second choices—events and 
circumstances that they would not 
choose, some trivial, some tragic. 
Daniel was a man whose life was 
filled with second choices, but 
he did more than just survive; he 
stayed faithful to God and thrived. 
So what is there to learn from his 
story in Scripture?

Pastor and author Jeff Lucas 
challenges readers to ask, “How 
can we, like Daniel, be faithful in 
the ‘Babylon’ of second choices?” 
Down-to-earth but inspirational, 
Singing in Babylon explores how 
the reader, like Daniel, can find 
purpose and meaning in life’s 
second choices.

“This is such an important message 
for all those of us who sometimes 
fear that life is passing us by, that 
God’s best lies elsewhere, and that 
the pain in our past must inevitably 
diminish our destiny.” 

—Pete Greig,  
24-7 Prayer International

RRP: £11.99 | 9780830778713

Slow Down, Show Up and Pray
Ruth Rice

A practical look at how we can 
renew wellbeing in our own lives 
and our local communities. After 
Ruth Rice unexpectedly found 
herself grappling with her own 
mental health, she began to 
look for ways to renew her own 
wellbeing. As she introduced 
simple habits woven around 
prayer and stillness into her life, 
God began to give her a heart 
to help others too. The Renew 
Wellbeing charity was born, 
assisting churches to open 
accessible, safe spaces on the high 
street for those who have mental 
ill health. 

Ruth inspires, encourages and 
enables the church to step out and 
provide Renew spaces. This timely 
and insightful book is packed full 
of practical resources to help local 
communities journey alongside 
each other to renew wellbeing.

RRP: £9.99 | 9781788931830 

Gentle and Lowly
Dane Ortlund

Christians know that God loves 
them, but often think that he is 
perpetually disappointed and 
frustrated, maybe even close to 
giving up on them. As a result, 
they focus a lot on what Jesus 
has done to appease God’s wrath 
for sin. But how does Jesus Christ 
actually feel about his people amid 
all their sins and failures? 

This book draws us to Matthew 11, 
where Jesus describes himself as 
‘gentle and lowly in heart,’ longing 
for his people to find rest in him. 
The gospel is primarily about 
God’s heart drawn to his people, a 
heart of tender love for the sinful 
and suffering. These chapters take 
readers into the depths of Christ’s 
very heart for sinners, diving deep 
into Bible passages that speak of 
who Christ is and encouraging 
readers with the affections of 
Christ for his people. His longing 
heart for sinners will comfort and 
sustain readers in their up-and-
down lives.

RRP: £15.99 | 9781433566134

SAVE £2

£9.99
SAVE £2

£7.99
SAVE £5

£10.99
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The Marriage Course –  
Guest Journal
Designed to be used in conjunction with 
The Marriage Course film series. The series 
of seven sessions is designed to help any 
couple strengthen their relationship. The 
course covers: Strengthening Connection, 
The Art of Communication, Resolving 
Conflict, The Power of Forgiveness, The 
Impact of Family, Good  
Sex and Love in Action.

RRP: £9.99 | 9781912263608

The Pre-Marriage Course – Guest Journal
Designed to be used in conjunction with 
The Pre-Marriage Course film series. The 
series of five sessions is designed to help 
couples, who are engaged or thinking 
about marriage, prepare for their future. 
The course covers: Communication, Conflict, 
Commitment, Connection and Adventure.

RRP: £8.99 | 9781912263615

You Get Me
Gary Chapman & Jen Mickleborough

In You Get Me, find simple, practical 
ideas for how to infuse your 
relationship with excitement, joy, and 
intimacy as you love your beloved in 
the ways that mean the most to him 
or her. From planning spontaneous 
dinners to warm embraces, learn 
ways to communicate your love in 
every love language.

RRP: £7.99 | 9780802422682

SAVE £2

£5.99

SAVE £4.51

£9.99

In The Power of Prayer to Enrich Your Marriage, 
Stormie shows husbands and wives how to pray 
powerfully for God’s protection against the most 
common marital problems. Seeking the wisdom, 
guidance, and miraculous power of God to 

enrich your marriage in prayer can make all the difference.

Contains Bible verses to keep you strong and guide you every 
day, plus personal prayers you can use as vital resources to 
ensure your marriage lasts a lifetime.

The Power of Prayer 
to Enrich Your Marriage
Stormie Omartian
RRP: £14.50 | 9780736982412

SAVE £1

£8.99

SAVE £1

£7.99

Enrich Your Marriage
The Power of Prayer to

THERE’S MUCH MORE TO SEE IN STORE
WE’D LOVE TO HELP YOU FIND THE PERFECT BOOK
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Marriage & relationships



An Interview with God DVD
When Paul Asher returns home from covering the war in Afghanistan, 
he finds that his life is starting to fall apart. Adding to his stress, a soldier 
that Paul befriended in Afghanistan is struggling at home and Paul is 
desperately trying to help him. But, Paul’s life takes a strange twist when 
he’s offered an interview that he finds impossible to resist – an interview 
with someone who claims to be God.

RRP: £12.99 | 5022153107431

Pocket NIV Bibles
Pocket-sized NIV Bibles bound in soft, 
tactile imitation leather with magnetic 
clasp closure and ribbon marker. Also 
features clear, readable 6.75pt text in an 
easy-to-read layout.

Blue | RRP: £16.99 | 9781444787986

Brown | RRP: £17.99 | 9781529391329

Saints Alive!
John Finney & Felicity Lawson

Saints Alive! introduces people to faith in God through 
the power of the Holy Spirit, helping them to be 
integrated into the life of the church and moving out 
into ministry in their everyday lives. A nine week course for 
churches and groups of any size, it does not matter how 
much or how little people know about the Christian faith – 
all are welcome.

DVD | RRP: £14.99 | 9780830781508

Participant’s Journal | RRP: £9.99 | 9780830781492

Leader’s Manual | RRP: £8.99 | 9780830781485
SAVE £1

£7.99

SAVE £2

£12.99

SAVE £2

£14.99 SAVE £3

£14.99

SAVE £1

£8.99

SAVE £2

£10.99
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The People Tour: Live At Madison Square Garden CD
Hillsong UNITED

Recorded live from their sold-out show at Madison Square Garden on 
July 2, 2019, Hillsong UNITED invites the viewer into the room with 
them by capturing that powerful and captivating night in The People 
Tour: Live from Madison Square Garden. Joined by Amanda Lindsey 
Cook and Mack Brock, UNITED shares stories of the birth of these 
icon songs interwoven 
throughout passionate 
live performances of 
these same tracks.

RRP: £12.99 | 
9320428350053

The Blessing (Live) CD
Kari Jobe

GRAMMY-nominated and multi-Dove Award Winning 
worship leader Kari Jobe will be releasing her first 
new album after three years with the release of 
The Blessing (Live). “Recording this album live 
without an audience was something I wrestled 
with, but I really felt God say to keep moving 
forward,” shares Kari Jobe. “I’m trusting that 
these songs are meant to release hope right now 
in this uncertain season. When I was working on 
this new album, I wanted to think about the church 
– little did I know that I would have to have the ‘church’ 
in my heart when I recorded a live album as well.”

RRP: £12.99 | 602557919523

Worship Anthems 2021 CD
More than ever before, inspiring songs of worship are strengthening 
faith and fortitude in the midst of life’s challenges and opportunities. 
Our unique and unparalleled Worship Anthems features songs led 
by Elim Sound, Kim Walker-Smith, Jesus Culture, Tim Hughes, Lou 
Fellingham, Stuart Townend, Bright City and others. Recorded live at a 
wide range of international Christian events this excellent collection 
includes the spirited ‘Way Maker’, ‘Hope Has A Name’, ‘Waves’, ‘His 
Mercy Is More’ and many others.

RRP: £12.99 | 5021776241935 SAVE £2

£10.99

SAVE £2

£10.99

SAVE £2

£10.99
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All special prices in this catalogue are valid until 31/3/21, whilst stocks last.

Bringing glory to God by making Christian literature available to all nations  
so that people may come to faith and maturity in the Lord Jesus Christ.

Kingsway CLC Trust is a registered UK charity. (265612)

Your local Christian bookshop is:

A brand new course with Pete Greig launching this Lent …

Five free films based around the 
themes of Pete Greig‘s best selling 
book God on Mute, designed to 
provoke honest discussion around 
some of the hardest and most 
personal questions we all ask.

Watched alongside God on Mute,  
these discussions will help you to:
– Process your disappointments

– Explore important intellectual questions

– Discover a deeper, darker, more resilient faith

TAKE NOTE SPECIAL PRICE £9.99 / RRP £11.99 / 9780830780716

“Churches are often less honest than the Bible 
about unanswered prayer. I hope this course can 
help change that culture by creating space for 
some of the most vulnerable conversations you’ve 
ever had in a small group setting.”

www.prayercourse.org
Created by 24-7 Prayer

DCC_Unanswered Prayer Course Advert_H21-DCC-113.indd   1DCC_Unanswered Prayer Course Advert_H21-DCC-113.indd   1 06/01/2021   14:4406/01/2021   14:44

SAVE £2

£9.99

Find us at:
121 High Street (by the Iron bridge) Staines-upon-Thames, Middlesex TW18 4PD 
The nearest car park is South Street TW18 4TL 

If you need help or directions please call us 01784 457194 
info@canaanbookshop.co.uk


